1 Administrivia

Announcements

Collect assignment.

Quiz on Friday. Covers material from Chapters 4 and 6.

Assignment

Read 4.8–4.10. Online quiz. See class home page for four questions.

From Last Time

HTML coding.

Outline

1. Review HTML tags.

2. Continue with HTML coding lab.
Coming Up

Image editing.

2 HTML Tag review

Review the tags from last time.

3 Lab

New things to try:

1. Add a numbered (<ol>) or unnumbered (<ul>) list of four of your favorite web sites to your page.
   Use <li> to generate the “bullets.”

2. Create a second web page in your folder. Add some text and another image.
   Set some pleasing formatting.

3. Use relative links to link the two pages.

4. Test your pages (particularly the links) in IE.